
CONTRIBUTING TO RUST
A QUICK GUIDE



WHAT IS RUST?

 is a compiled language developed by Mozilla with the
goal to replace C/C++. It is low level and allows detailed

control while using modern abstractions to make life easier
for developers. It focuses on zero-cost abstractions.

Rust



ZERO-COST ABSTRACTIONS

There are abstractions where a static compiler is clearly
better or equally good at generating code then a human.



HALLMARK FEATURES

Memory safety without garbage collection
Type system built for concurrency
Minimal Runtime



WHY SHOULD YOU CONTRIBUTE?
Very friendly community

Goverened by a 

Helpful in all aspects

Documentation is an important part of Rust

If you can't find something, people will be helpful

Code of Conduct



WHO SHOULD CONTRIBUTE?
Anyone interested in low-level programming...
... within or outside of the context of another language.
Beginners explicitely welcome!
Non-coding/design skills are appreciated!



WHERE CAN YOU HELP?
The compiler has easy and mentored bugs
Servo is a browser engine (starters page)
The website needs help



WHERE CAN YOU HELP?

All with fast code review!

The compiler has easy and mentored bugs
Servo is a browser engine (starters page)
The website needs help



REGULAR RELEASES!
At least all 6 weeks.
All contributions are counted and valued!



BEGINNERS RESOURCES

 by Steve Klabnik
 as a running list of resources

 as a starter.

The Book
rustplatz.de
Rust by Example



FEEL WELCOME IN THE PROCESS!
Post a request for code review!

Hang out in one of the most helpful, active and friendly IRC

channels.

Find help at the biweekly .

Follow us on Twitter  

Rust Hack and Learn

@rustlang @rustberlin



The Rust community seems to be populated

entirely by human beings. I have no idea how

this was done. I suspect Graydon Hoare

deserves a large share of the credit for leading

by example but everyone I have interacted

with in the community has been friendly and

patient.

Jamie Brandon – Three months of Rust



THANK YOU!
I'LL STICK AROUND, ASK ME ANYTHING.


